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———————————————————

AUTHOR’S PROLOGUE

America conquered! the land of the brave…!

HE WORLD IS FACING VERY PERILOUS TIMES
(most worrisome being the nuclear missile saber rattling
from North Korea’s bellicose Kim Jong-un and the
irascible US President Donald J. Trump). Dangers
threaten, from within and without nations—unprecedented,

‘apocalyptic’ disasters—from heatwaves (like “Lucifer”), wild fires (in
Greece, Greenland, Canada, Portugal); from storms (Harvey,1 Irma),
tidal surges, and earthquakes (995,000 died as a result earthquakes ‘in
diverse places,’ 1970-1995); acts of terrorism are tormenting the nations,
rich and poor; senseless mass killings occur on a regular basis on buses,
subways, in schools, shopping malls, sports stadiums and in churches.2

According to the American Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention, in 2015, suicide was the third leading cause of death among
Americans ages 10 to 14, and the second leading cause of among those
ages 15 to 34. More than twice as many deaths were due to suicides
(44,193) than homicides (17,793). In the words of Jesus, “Men’s hearts

1 Pope Francis (Sept. 1, 2017) suggested Harvey was due to America’s
‘moral decay,’ and offered his prayers for Texas and Louisiana; having
already asked Cardinal DiNardo, Archbishop of Galveston-Houston, to
organise a day of pray. The next day, President Trump, surrounded by
“faith-based people,” signed a Declaration that Sunday Sept. 3, 2017,
was to be “A Day of Prayer,” to “have the country turn back to God,”
said Pastor Robert Jeffress. On Sept. 7, dozens of Evangelical leaders
called for Sept. 11 to be a “National Day of Fasting and Repentance”!
2 On June 17, 2015, a mass shooting took place at Emanuel African
Methodist Episcopal Church in South Carolina. Nine people were shot
and killed, including the pastor (a State Senator, Clementa C. Pinckney).
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———————————————————

INTRODUCTION

“ . . . take the Jesuit for what he ought or appears to be, AND YOU
COMMIT THE GREATEST OF BLUNDERS. ….

~ Italian, Catholic Historian, Giovanni Battista Nicolini.

HERE HAS NEVER BEEN A POPE QUITE LIKE
Pope Francis. From the moment he began his reign,
Francis, the 266th Pontiff to head the powerful Roman
Catholic Church franchise, generated a whirlwind of
global activity.

Writing for the Irish Examiner, Annick Benoist states, “Five minutes.
That’s all it took to make papal history. Never has a leader of the
Roman Catholic Church become as popular in as short a time as Pope
Francis did when he humbly asked the crowd gathered in St. Peter’s
Square on March 13 last year to pray for him. A year on, Francis,
known for his gentle smile and infectious energy, has won over hearts
worldwide. Admirers from Manila to Mexico fondly remember his first
appearance on the balcony in the Vatican when he began with the
simple greeting, “Good evening.”1 Since his election to the Pontifical
Chair,2 Pope Francis has been received with “universal admiration,”

1 Annick Benoist, “Man who won over world in five minutes,” Irish
Examiner, Saturday, March 15, 2014:
www.irishexaminer.com/lifestyle/features/from-white-smoke-to-selfies--
pope-francis-first-year-as-Pontiff-262061.html
2 Catholicism teaches that the popes speak literally “from the chair of
Saint Peter when they issue formal definitions of faith or morals.
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————————————— I ——————

HABEMUS PAPAM!— POWER STRUGGLE
THAT LED TO THE ELECTION OF POPE
FRANCIS

“A wise man will hear, and will increase learning; and a man of understanding
shall attain unto wise counsels.” (Proverbs 1:5, KJV)

N 28 FEBRUARY 2013, SOMETHING RATHER
exceptional happened; Pope Benedict XVI abdicated
his ‘divinely appointed’ role as head of the Roman
Catholic Church, under a cloud of allegations, and
suspicion. But while Benedict’s abdication was

phenomenal,1 even more extraordinary, yeah, unparalleled, was that on
13 March of the same year, a papal conclave elected a Jesuit, Jorge
Mario Bergoglio,2 to be the next pope: the supreme and ‘infallible’ head
of the Roman Catholic Church franchise.

Bergoglio chose ‘Francis’ as his papal name, some say, in honour of
Saint Francis of Assisi. However, there are those who have mused
whether it is in fact in honour of St. Francis Xavier, one of the co-
founders with Ignatius Loyola of the Jesuit Order.

Why did Benedict XVI resign? Rumours are not few, but one reason
seems to be a game of intrigue and struggle for power inside the Holy
See. A source quoted by La Repubblica said that the alleged
“corruption within the Church” and the fact that many saw Benedict
XVI as “too weak to lead the Church” meant the hierarchy saw this
opportunity as “the right time to move forward.” The source added that
the Pope Benedict XVI was deeply affected by the sacking of Vatican
Bank president Ettore Gotti Tedeschi following a spate of financial
scandals,” involving the Vatican Bank (formerly known as the Institute
for Religious Works, or IOR). “He (the pope) began to cry and then he
became angry and vowed that the truth will come out,” the source
further said.3

1 Popes do not normally resign unless they have been found in gross
error and forced out of office or they are declared to be an “anti-popes”!
2 Born 17 December 1936.
3 “Cardinal a leading mole in Vatileaks scandal”, Reuters News,
Monday, May 28, 2012. “Mystery mole in the Vatican,” AFP, May 29,
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————————————— II ——————

AN EXTRAORDINARY STATE OF AFFAIRS

“Let us dare to read, think, speak and write.”
~ John Adams, A Dissertation on the Canon and Feudal Law, 1765.

ITH OVER ONE BILLION MEMBERS UNDER HIS
pastoral care and direction, the election of a new Pope is
always a significant and important event. Less than a
decade ago, there were 700 million Catholics in the world.
Spring forward roughly ten years and that figure has almost
doubled. Today there are 1.23 billion Roman Catholics.

This rapid ‘multiplication’ was predicted by Father Hecker1 in his
work published in 1887, when he said, “The Catholics will out number,
before the close of this century, all other believers in Christianity put
together in the Republic.” How? By what means would this seemingly
impossible feat be achieved? The National Catholic Review, January 19-
26, 2015 gives the following facts:

The number of Catholics in the world has increased, with growth
registered across all five continents, according to Vatican news agency
Fides. The number of Catholics in the world stood at nearly 1.23
billion people, with an overall increase of more than 15 million over
the 2013 numbers. The Americas and Africa registered the biggest

increases followed by Asia, Europe and Oceania….2 3

These facts make Pope Francis I the most powerful man in the
world, not by virtue of military might, but by the enormous wealth of the
Vatican and the large number of religious adherents to Catholicism that
effectively give the Papacy a ‘voice’ and great influence in virtually every
country across the globe. Among the questions this book will address
are, ‘What extraordinary state of affairs led the Jesuit Order to overturn
500 years of history in allowing one of its members to become

1 Isaac Thomas Hecker (a convert to Catholicism).
2 The National Catholic Review, January 19-26, 2015 Issue:
http://americamagazine.org/issue/catholic-numbers-rise
3en.radiovaticana.va/news/2014/12/31/number_of_catholics_growing_
throughout_the_world/1116557
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————————————— III ——————

WHY THE JESUIT ORDER USUALLY GETS
WHAT IT WANTS!—A ‘JOKE’

“We came in like lambs and will rule like WOLVES. We shall be expelled
like dogs and return like eagles.” ~ Francesco Borgia (3rd Jesuit Superior
General, 1565-1572)

T IS A FACT OF HISTORY THAT THE JESUITS
usually get what they want! That is so, even when it involves
the wishes and decress of the pope. The respected Jesuit
Jean Pierre Gury, who was Professor of ‘Moral Theology’
in the College Romain, the Jesuits’ College in Rome

(Collegium Romanum Societatis Jesu) states: “IN TRUTH THE
SOCIETY [THE JESUITS] HAS NEVER FROM THE VERY FIRST,
OBEYED THE POPE, whenever its will and his happen to run counter
to each other.”1

Count Campello, who was Jesuit-educated, and a highly esteemed
Canon of St. Peter’s Basilica (and a great friend of Pope Pio Nono [Pius
IX]), when illustrating the limitations to which the popes are subject
under the Jesuits, drew a circle, and said, “Within that circle he [the
Pope] is free; if he crosses it, he is a dead man.” ”2

This reality is aptly demonstrated in events that took place in the late
1700s, when two popes in succession (Pope Clement XIII and Pope

1 Jean Pierre Gury, Doctrine of the Jesuits, translated by Paul Bert; J G
Settler and Pierre Rousselot (Milan, Ill.: Rail Splitter Press, 1924). Gury’s
book Casus Conscientiæ has passed through several editions.
2

Alexander Robertson, The Roman Catholic Church in Italy
(London: Morgan and Scott, 1903, 1905), p. 51f.
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————————————— IV ——————

A BIOGRAPHY: WHO IS POPE FRANCIS?

Those who cannot remember the past are condemned to repeat it.”
~ George Santayana (1863 -1952) in The Life of Reason, 1905.

HY ARE THERE SO MANY ENTHRALLED BY
Pope Francis? Jeremy Taylor once commented that,
“Ignorance is the mother of devotion.” Could this
account for the Pope Francis media soap opera? I
intend to show with the greatest care and good taste that
Francis is no papa angelicus. I will present cogent

evidence from Francis’ past and present conduct that suggest there
might be something very sinister about the sociable and ‘humble’
Pontiff.

Like Barack Obama, Pope Francis has ‘a way of making you think
he’s on your side, agreeing with your position, while doing the opposite.’
For that reason, we should pay less attention to what Francis says today,
but rather, look at what he has done in the past and what he does when
his Church is ‘under fire!’

According to theguardian.com, “The rise of Jorge Mario Bergoglio
from railway worker’s son to archbishop, then cardinal, and now to
leader of the world's 1.2 billion Roman Catholics has been a remarkable
and historical one: first Latin American pope; first Jesuit pope; first
Pope Francis.” And, sad to say, that is where most people’s knowledge
of Pope Francis (Cardinal Bergoglio) ends…

So what do we really know about him, and his character?

A POTTED HISTORY OF BERGOGLIO’S RISE TO POWER

Bergoglio was one of five children of an Italian railway worker and his
wife. He became a Jesuit priest at the age of 32, nearly a decade after
losing a lung due to respiratory illness and abandoning his chemistry
studies. Despite his late start, he was leading the local Jesuit community
within four years, holding the top post from 1973 to 1979. In 1998 he
was appointed archbishop of Buenos Aires.

Jorge Mario Bergoglio—apart from a few short stints, spent nearly his
entire life in Argentina, overseeing the Catholic Church and its priests.
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————————————— V ——————

POPE FRANCIS: “I THINK LIKE A JESUIT”...

“As a man thinketh in his heart, so is he.”
~ Proverb of King Solomon.

HEN JORGE BERGOGLIO TOOK THE NAME
Francis, people and pundits wondered why he choose
that name, and what it would mean to have a Jesuit
pope? How does he think? What is important to him?
What can we expect? These were legitimate questions

to ask. And Francis has answered them all.
As mentioned in the previous chapter, Jesuit Professor Thomas

Reese said that this Jesuit Pope “may act like a Franciscan, but HE

THINKS LIKE A JESUIT.” What a statement! I want to look at
Bergoglio’s own statement to that effect. On his way back to Rome from
World Youth Day, Rio de Janeiro, Pope Francis responded to the
following question from reporter Caroline Pigozzi of “Paris Match”:

Good evening, Holy Father. I would like to know if you, since
you’ve been Pope, still feel yourself a Jesuit?

Pope Francis: “I feel myself a Jesuit in my spirituality, in the
spirituality of the Exercises, spirituality, the one I have in my heart.
But I feel so much like this that in three days I’ll go to celebrate with
Jesuits the feast of Saint Ignatius: I will say the morning Mass. I
haven’t changed my spirituality, no. Francis, Franciscan, no. I feel
myself a Jesuit and I think like a Jesuit. NOT HYPOCRITICALLY, but
I think as a Jesuit. Thank you.”1

So here Francis tells us, twice in the same sentence, that he ‘thinks
like a Jesuit’ and also that he feels himself (viz., sees himself) as a Jesuit:
“I think like a Jesuit.” To the informed, this seemingly innocuous
statement is pregnant with meaning. I will show in this book that the
Pope does in fact not only think and act “like a Jesuit,” but that he also
does so “hypocritically”. However, let us first seek to comprehend what

1 zenit.org/articles/francis-press-conference-on-return-flight-from-brazil-part-2/
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————————————— VI ——————

EXPLORING FRANCIS’ “JESUIT DNA”

Pope Francis is “driven by his end-time world view and his Jesuit DNA to
make changes in the Church that have been up to now unthinkable.”

~ Robert Blair Kaiser

HAT WILL “THIS NEW POPE” DO WAS THE
concern expressed by Dr. Honrbeck in his March 19, 2013
interview. What will he do? How can we accurately forecast
that proposition?

We have seen that Pope Francis admits he still “thinks like a
Jesuit.” Well, fellow Jesuit, Robert Blair Kaiser (in his book Inside the
Jesuits)1 tell us that Francis not only thinks like a Jesuit, but that his
actions are due to his “Jesuit DNA”. According to a book review by
the Jesuit journal America, Kaiser’s book probes “into what it means to
think like a Jesuit in the Age of Francis. He argues at the outset that
Francis “has been driven by his Jesuit DNA to make changes in the
Church that have been UP TO NOW UNTHINKABLE.”

In a direct reference to Francis’ comments that he still ‘thinks like a
Jesuit’ and still “feel” himself a Jesuit, Robert Blair Kaiser2 in his book
Inside the Jesuits3 contends that the above statement of Francis is most
revealing about where this Jesuit Pope is taking the Catholic Church.

1 Inside the Jesuits: How Pope Francis Is Changing the Church and the
World (New York: Rowman & Littlefield Publishers, 2014).
2 Robert Blair Kaiser is an American author and journalist, best known
for his writings on the Catholic Church. A former Jesuit, Kaiser ‘left’ the
Society of Jesus to pursue a career in journalism. He served as an
award-winning religion reporter for The New York Times, CBS News,
Newsweek and Time. Throughout the Second Vatican Council, Kaiser
was Time magazine’s reporter in Rome and the preeminent reporter on
the Council in the English-speaking world. For his work on the Council,
Kaiser won the Overseas Press Club Award for best foreign reporting on
foreign affairs. He is the author of sixteen other books, including A
Church in Search of Itself.
3 About half the book is devoted to Pope Francis, the remainder is
parables about fellow Jesuits and former Jesuits who illustrate the best
of “Jesuit DNA.” Like Marines–once a Marine, always a Marine, Jesuits
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————————————— VII ——————

POPE FRANCIS AND “THE SPIRITUAL
EXERCISES” OF LOYOLA—

“Friend, what is this you are doing?” “I am performing Spiritual Exercises. See
how I rise?”

O WHAT DID FRANCIS MEAN WHEN HE TOLD
reporter Caroline Pigozzi: “I feel myself a Jesuit in my
spirituality, IN THE SPIRITUALITY OF THE EXERCISES,
spirituality, the one I have in my heart. ….”?

As part of the religious rules for his new order, the founder of the
Jesuits, Ignatius Loyola, composed what he called the “Spiritual
Exercises.” Loyola required the novices (new Jesuit recruits) who were
seeking entry into the Society of Jesus to make the Spiritual Exercises.
(see Ganss, Constitutions, 96, 99 (paragraphs 65 and 95). These
Exercises must continue throughout the life of a Jesuit, regardless of his
rank in that Society (the Jesuit Order).

The famous Jesuit Daniello Bartoli in his History of St. Ignatins
Loyola, Volume II, on page 38 tells us, “All the establishments of the
Company are composed either of novitiates, colleges, or professed
houses. In the first, all the novices are daily occupied for five hours in
purely spiritual exercises, such as meditation, reading, and four
examinations, two of which refer to all the actions of the day, whilst the
two others, called particular examinations, are, the one upon mental
prayer or the neglect of it…. Their only subject of conversation is of
things relating to God; they never labor together in manual work, such
as in making hair-shirts and disciplines, without listening to the reading
of some pious book; in short, it may be said that sleep alone SUSPENDS

THEIR SPIRITUAL EXERCISES. If the days were longer and their
strength greater for the endurance of such a tension of mind, THEY

WOULD BE PROLONGED.” Full citation of Bartoli’s book is given later.
The high regard in which the Catholic Church holds these Spiritual

Exercises is seen from this decree by Pope Paul III on July 31, 1548:

… so that their fruit may be more spread, and more of the faithful may
be induced to use them with greater devotion…. We, therefore, have
caused these instructions and Exercises to be examined… and Our
Vicar General in things spiritual at Rome… have found that these
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————————————— VIII ——————

THE BOOK OF “SPIRITUAL EXERCISES”—A
COURSE IN OCCULTICISM

HE SPIRITUAL EXERCISES, A COURSE IN
mysticism, accounts, in a large part, for the secret of Jesuit
successes, as well as Pope Francis’ character. These
exercises were intended to bring ‘spiritual illumination’—by
means of systematic meditation, invocation, contemplation,

visualisation and trancing.1

Indeed, a well-trained Jesuit is really a ‘wizard’ in clerical robes.
Consider, for example, the Jesuit Ignatius Falzon (1813-1865) who
would “levitate on frequent occasions,” during “daily Mass… and other
devotions, including the Way of the Cross and the rosary,”2 on account
of his practice of the Spiritual Exercises.

The act of imaging (visualisation) in Loyola’s Spiritual Exercises is
intended to effect a mental transformation—A KIND OF SUBTLE

CONDITIONING, OR REPROGRAMMING OF THE MIND.—a
common feature of ritual magic exercises. During this 30-day initiation
rite of the Spiritual Exercises, the Jesuit is told what to think, how to
feel, when to groan, how to sigh, and what to imagine. In other words,
he is programmed from the very first day of his entry into the Order!

“He is encouraged to picture the scene [described to him by his
superior] in his imagination, noting all of the details, and then to insert

1 Loyola, like the prophet Mohammed, was a trance medium!
2 Paul Burns, Butler’s Lives of the Saints (Collegeville, MN:
Liturgical Press, 2005), p. 163. The claim that Ignatius Falzon levitated
is no fabrication. The book cited is published by a Catholic press.
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————————————— IX ——————

CONSTITUTIONS OF THE JESUITS: ‘CODE
OF CONDUCT’ AND THE JESUIT DNA

N THE PREVIOUS CHAPTERS WE LEARNT WHY
Pope Francis said twice, “I feel myself a Jesuit and I think like a
Jesuit… I THINK AS A JESUIT. ” We also considered what it
means to have “Jesuit DNA”. And a few chapters prior to this
one, I quoted the great Catholic and Italian historian G.B.
Nicolini who admonished “. . . take the Jesuit for what he ought
or appears to be, AND YOU COMMIT THE GREATEST OF

BLUNDERS….”
This means we cannot understand this Jesuit Pope based on

what he says or even by what he does, but only by virtue of looking at
the Jesuit ‘code of conduct,’ or rules and then comparing what is in it
with the results that flow from Francis’ words and actions. This is
because the Jesuits play all fiddles.

To fully comprehend what it really means in practice to have “Jesuit
DNA” and to “think like a Jesuit,” and hence what Francis is seeking to
achieve, we must trace out the leading Rules and Regulations of the
Jesuits. These rules and regulations are found in the Constitutions of the
Jesuits, which have inspired the Society from its inception, in 1534,
under the reign of Pope Paul III,1 up to the present time.

1 Pope Paul III approved the Order’s Constitutions in 1540 by the Bull,
Regimini militantis ecclesiae (“To the Government of the Church
Militant”) containing the “Formula of the Institute”. The Society of Jesus
(abbreviated as S.J.), also known as the “Jesuits”, is a Mystical-
Evangelical religious Order of males in the Catholic Church, founded as
a military order on “Assumption Day” August 15, 1534. The Jesuits
were initially called “The Company of Jesus”, and was formed in a secret
ceremony in the crypt of the Chapel of St. Denis by its First General
Ignatius of Loyola (born Íñigo López de Loyola, 1491-1556) and his six
young companions Francisco Xavier, Alfonso Salmeron, Diego Laínez,
and Nicolás Bobadilla all like Loyola from Spain, and Peter Faber of
Savoy, France, and Simão Rodrigues from Portugal. They took all
together special vows of ‘poverty,’ ‘humility’ and ‘obedience’. Ignatius
wrote his vision for the Order he had founded in a document called the
“Formula of the Institute of the Society of Jesus,” the founding document
to which all other documents had to conform. All the versions of the
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————————————— X ——————

JESUIT GENERAL: THE MAN FROM
WHOM FRANCIS TAKES MARCHING
ORDERS

“Power tends to corrupt, and absolute power corrupts absolutely.”
~ The English Roman Catholic historian, Lord John Acton (1834-1902)

AVING THUS MADE OURSELVES FAMILIAR WITH
the Constitutions, and the principles which under-lie the
Jesuit Order, it is equally important to discover how these
are administered by the General himself, and his immediate
subordinates or Provincials; for otherwise the Order’s real

character can not be truly known.
Perhaps the most important factor that determines whether a Jesuit

will act as programmed into his ‘DNA’ is the view that the General of
the Jesuit is in the place of God Almighty, and that each Jesuit must
render absolute and unquestioning obedience to the his ‘Grey
Eminence’—without reserve—if he says peace, the Jesuit must say peace;
if he says war, the Jesuit must say war. Whatever the General says or
commands, the Jesuit must say “ditto.”

William Russell writes, the Jesuits are “… under the command of a
general... this general or head of the order was invested with despotic
authority over its members...”1 The General of the Jesuits is the most
powerful personage in the world, without anyone knowing it. The
following are the famous words of Jesuit General Michael Angelo
Tambourini, in 1720, to the Duke of Brissac: “See, My Grace [my
Lord], from this room, I govern not only Paris, but China; not only

1 M. de Monclar, ubi sup.; cited in op cit., William Russell’s Modern
Europe, p. 600.
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————————————— XI ——————

FRANCIS’ TRAINING – ANOTHER FACTOR
IN HIS “JESUIT DNA”

OMING NOW TO THE TRAINING AND THE
admission of a Jesuit novitiate or novice to “probation”
in the Order. This is what the Jesuit Robert Blair Kaiser
says about the intensity of the Jesuit training:

Jesuit history and the Jesuit tradition tell us that all Jesuits,
no matter how different they may be in their various
ministries and their varied talents, HAVE THE SAME DNA.
They were not born with it. They acquired it during the
longest, most intense training period ever devised for men
anywhere, EVEN BY THE U.S. NAVY SEALS. It takes seven
years after high school to become a diocesan priest. It takes
a Jesuit seventeen (and sometimes more). They follow a
course that begins and ends with a thirty-day-long retreat
according to a work of genius (written by the orders’
founder) called the Spiritual Exercises.1

Reader, I submit that Francis’ Jesuit training has framed his ‘Jesuit
DNA,’ and further, that he is unable to act contrary to it! Never forget:
the Jesuits have one objective in education, “to acquire the highest
offices of state for the men they have poisoned with their maxims.”2 And
as John Addington Symonds reminds us, “From the Jesuit colleges
there never issued a son [truly] obedient to his father, devoted to his
country, loyal to his prince [ruler].”3 If you doubt these latter assertions
then consider that in 2014, the American Jesuits were pushing members
of Congress who were educated at Jesuit schools and Universities to
pass laws to aid thousands of refugee children who have surged across

1 https://omgjournal.org/?page_id=295. OMG describes itself as
“ordinary-but-imaginative Catholics...”
2 Jean Lacouture, Jesuits: A Multibiography (Washington D.C.:
Counterpoint, 1995, originally in French, 1991), p. 340. Note: Jean
Lacouture is himself an ancien élève of the Jesuits—i.e. a former pupil.
3 Op. cit., John Addington Symonds, Renaissance In Italy, The Catholic
Reaction, Author’s Edn. Vol. 1, p. 237
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————————————— XII ——————

JESUIT BARTOLI TELLS US MORE ABOUT
THE CONSTITUTIONS

“I would every Jesuit were in the bottom of the sea, with a Jansenist hung to his
neck.” ~F.M.A. Voltaire, a former Jesuit student, historian, and philosopher.

HE FOLLOWING IS AN EXCDERPT FROM THE
book History of St. Ignatins Loyola, by Daniello Bartoli,
volume II, pages 33-37 thereof. I will not add any of my
own comments to it, except one at the end, as the excerpt
speaks for itself. Note reader, Bartoli is a Jesuit, the

biographer of Loyola (founder of the Jesuit Order) and he is writng in
support of the Order. Read it carefully:

Examination of the Constitutions.

AFTER having shown in a general point of view the wisdom of the
Institute of St. Ignatius, we are now going to describe more particularly the
organization of the whole body of the Constitutions, as written by him.
They are distributed into ten parts, all united together and dependent
upon each other, according to the natural union which subsists in every
well-regulated community, between its formation, its increase, and its
preservation.

In the first part, Ignatius enumerates the qualities of soul and body
which must be required from each candidate, as well as those which must
exclude him, and which if unknown at first, and afterwards discovered,
would annul his admission. But as all the members do not answer to the
hopes conceived of them, which renders their removal from the Society
advisable, our holy Founder points out in the second part the cases which
render expulsion necessary, and the manner of the expulsion.

Those who remain, and who undergo THE TRIALS OF THE

NOVITIATE, require assistance in their spiritual advancement, as well as a
rule for assisting them to preserve their physical strength, without which
they could not endure the fatigue, which each, according to his talents,
must support in the service of his neighbor. This is especially treated of in
the VOL. n.—2, second part. But as no one could be capable of fulfilling
the duties necessary for attaining the particular object of the Institute,
without a more than ordinary knowledge of literature, the holy Founder
lays down very much at length in the fourth part, EVERYTHING
RELATING TO THE STUDIES, GRADES, SCHOOLS, SCIENCES,
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————————————— XIII ——————

FRANCIS’ HUMILITY AS ‘LORD GOD THE
POPE’ AND ‘VICAR OF CHRIST’

AVING GOTTEN THIS FAR INTO THE BOOK,
the reader may understandably be wondering why I
subtitled this volume, “Lord of the World”? The
answer is twofold. The first reason is premised on the
extent of power that Pope Francis claims to possess as

head of the Roman Catholic Church. What do I mean?
According a New York Times article, “Francis has adopted a

distinctly more humble tone than Benedict... Vatican officials have
highlighted his informality and modesty.”1

But, surely the Times must know that every pope, before he can be
allowed to take his throne, must declare himself to be “the Vicar of
God…. the KING OF KINGS.... God on earth... chief of kings, having [a]
plenitude of power”?2 Meaning that all power is given unto him as soon
as he takes the office of Pontiff! Surely the New York Times knows
this?

So powerful is the pope said to be that Pope Nicholas declared: “I
am in all and above all… [the] things that I do be said not to be done of

1 www.nytimes.com/2013/03/16/world/europe/pope-francis-praises-
benedict-urges-cardinals-to-spread-
gospel.html?pagewanted=all&_r=0#h[]:Vatican Rejects Claims of Pope’s
Ties to Argentina’s ‘Dirty War’.
2P.F.L. Ferraris, Ecclesiastical Dictionary, article ‘On the Pope.’
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————————————— XIV ——————

VATICAN SECRET BILLIONS—FRANCIS:
PREACHING BUT NOT DOING

“… first cast out the beam out of thine own eye; and then shall thou see clearly to cast
out the mote out of thy brother's eye.” Matthew 7:5.

S FAR AS LIVING A HUMBLE LIFE GOES, THE
stories being told about Francis’ personal and frugal
decisions seem to indicate that the Pope cares deeply
about the poor; and that in Argentina he lived a very
humble and — by all accounts — modest life (apparently,

he cooked his own meals, took public transportation and decided not to
live in lavish quarters).

Understandably, poor and needy people feel a ‘sense’ of camaraderie
with him; especially when they hear Pope Francis saying he wants to
reform “the evils of capitalism,” and “savage capitalism,”1 which he calls
“the rotten root, the tree that produces poverty, hunger, sickness, [and]
death.”2

When asked about the Pope’s various ‘public relations strategy,’ and why
it was so credible, Gianni Riotta of La Stampa said, “The pope convinces
because he ‘is’ authentic’,”3 Riotla wrote in an article published the day after
the Pope’s trip to the Italian island of Lampedusa. (Gianni Riotta, La
Stampa, July, 9, 2013). Now, let us see if the Pope is consistent and
whether his voice is one of authenticity, worthy of our respect.

Back in March 2014, the Boston Globe had an interview with
Cardinal Pell4. The Globe’s interview with Australian Cardinal Pell is

1 www.reuters.com/article/2013/05/21/us-pope-capitalism-
idUSBRE94K12K20130521
2 From AD2000 Vol 1., No 9 (Dec. 1988 – Jan. 1989), p. 12. Published
by the Catholic association”The Thomas More Centre”. In August 2001,
the raison d'etre of AD2000 was restated by Michael Gilchrist as “ ...the
strengthening of orthodoxy through John Paul II's leadership …”
3 In an article published the day after the Pope’s trip to the Italian island of
Lampedusa. (Gianni Riotta, La Stampa, July, 9, 2013).
4 Whom Pope Francis appointed to be the Prefect of the Vatican’s newly-
created Secretariat for the Economy.
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————————————— XV ——————

FRANCIS WANTS “A POOR CHURCH” –
BUT VATICAN’S BILLIONS EXPOSES HIS
HYPOCRISY

“And saying, Alas, alas, that great city, that was clothed in fine linen, and purple, and
scarlet, and decked with gold, and precious stones, and pearls!” Revelation 18:16.

N FEBRUARY 2015, POPE FRANCIS QUOTED HIS
namesake, St. Francis of Assisi, in calling money the
“devil’s dung,” according to Vatican Radio.1

Two years prior, in September 2013, Francis,
addressing almost 300,000 people outside the cathedral of the Sardinian
capital, Cagliari, said the global economy could no longer be based on a

“god called money,” and urged the unemployed to ‘fight’ for work.
2

“The world has become an idolator of this god called money,” Francis
added.3 “Oh, how I would like a poor Church, and for the poor,”4

Francis said on March 16, 2013, in an address to journalists. Is this
Pope for real? Is the Pope to be taken seriously?

HUMBLE FRANCIS PRESIDES OVER COLOSSAL WEALTH

The Papal hierarchy has established a kingdom, with its headquarters
in Rome, where they have amassed the most stupendous degree of
wealth (gold, silver, diamonds and other precious metals and stones, not

1 Daniel D’Addario, “Pope Francis Rails Against Modern ‘Throwaway
Culture,’ Feb. 28, 2015: http://time.com/3727280/pope-francis-
inequality-throwaway-culture/
2 Philip Pullella, “Pope attacks global economics for worshipping ‘god of
money’: www.reuters.com/article/2013/09/22/us-pope-economy-
idUSBRE98L04H20130922
3 Ibid.
4 Philip Pullella and Catherine Hornby, “Pope Pope Francis wants
Church to be poor, and for the poor,” Reuters, from VATICAN CITY,
Saturday, March 16, 2013: www.reuters.com/article/2013/03/16/us-
pope-poor-idUSBRE92F05P20130316
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————————————— XVI ——————

THE POPE AN IMAGINARY PAUPER:
FRANCIS’FALSEVOWOFPOVERTY

ATHOLIC AUTHOR, PROFESSOR HERMAN
Konrad admits on pages 124 and 125 of his book A
Jesuit Hacienda, under the heading “The Jesuit Style”:

.... Simplicity and austerity were hallmarks of the Jesuit
management style.... Poverty, obedience, and chastity

differentiated the Jesuits from their secular.... counterparts.... The
aspect of obedience to superiors was of paramount importance,
ensuring that orders given would be carried out.1

It goes without saying, then, that the simplicity and austerity of style
we see in Pope Francis is a reflection of “the Jesuit management style,”
and as such, his vow of poverty are not necessarily indications of his
inherent personal qualities, no more than a soldier obeying orders is
indicative of the submissiveness or insubordinate character that may be
possessed by that soldier if he were not under orders! It’s a performance
based on training and the role that most soldiers demonstrate.

To understand why I have titled this chapter “An Imaginary pauper:
Francis’ False Vows of Humility and Poverty,” I will quote from the
Introduction to the Provincial Letters, by the French Lawyer, jurist and
historian, Blaise Pascal, page 17, where the plan of operation of the
Jesuits is thus stated—:

The policy of the Society [the Jesuits], as hitherto exhibited in the
countries where they have settled, describes a regular cycle of changes.
Commencing with LOUD PROFESSIONS OF CHARITY, of liberal
views in politics, and of an accommodating code of morals [such as
Pope Francis’ “who am I to judge”], they succeed in gaining
popularity among the non religious, the dissipated, and the restless
portion of society. Availing themselves of this, AND CAREFULLY
CONCEALING... THE MORE OBNOXIOUS PARTS OF THEIR
CREED, their next step is to plant some of the most plausible of their

1 Herman W. Konrad, A Jesuit Hacienda in Colonial Mexico, (Stanford,
CA: Stanford University Press, 1980), pp. 124-125.
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THE POPE’S ANNUAL SALARY—IS IT
REALLY $200 MILLION?

N CHIAPAS, MEXICO, FRANCIS GAVE A
HOMILY to an indigenous congregation, “Others,
intoxicated by power, money and market trends, have
stolen your lands or contaminated them.” Yet, according

to author Avro Manhattan, “The pope… is… the richest individual of the
twentieth century.”1 Not a small portion of these riches came from the
plunder of indigenous peoples’ wealth and resources under the
conquistadors, who destroyed the Aztec Empire and conquered most of
Mexico for Catholic Spain, with the blessing of Pope Alexander VI, who
granted the Spanish crown extensive powers over Mexico.

Then came the Jesuits in the 1500s, with their immense communist-
like haciendas of Santa Lucía which produced fermented juice of the
agave cactus whose main consumers were the lower classes and Indians
in Spanish cities. These Jesuit haciendas in Mexico also had a significant
number of black slaves.2

When asked, ‘What is the Pope’s personal salary?’ the office of ‘His
Holiness’ Pope Francis would not divulge the Pope’s wages, even
though, according to Catholic sources, he makes nothing.

However, the ‘Holy Office’ was prepared to say what kind of
retirement package the former pope, Benedict XVI, got after abdicating.
According to the Vatican Italian daily La Stampa, the 85 year-old
Benedict receives a monthly pension worth 2,500 euros (about
$3,340US). But we have no way of knowing the truth of that statement.

In any case, how does one receive a “pension” when one never had a
salary? The Vatican gets around this conundrum by allotting to the

1 As a point of note, Avro Manhattan was the world’s foremost authority
on Vatican politics. While in London, during WW II, he operated a radio
station called “Radio Freedom” broadcasting to occupied Europe. He was
the author of more than a dozen books including the best-seller “The
Vatican in World Politics,” going through 57 editions. His books were #1
on the Forbidden Index for 50 years, until one brave publisher reprinted
it in 1983!
2 Op. cit., Herman W. Konrad, A Jesuit Hacienda in Colonial Mexico.
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————————————— XVIII ————————

POPE FRANCIS—THINGS THAT ARE
HIDDEN

'Man is not what he thinks he is, he is what he hides.’

HE FRENCH NOVELIST ANDRÉ MALRAUX ONCE
said ‘Man is not what he thinks he is, he is what he hides.’
Henry Hallam expressed the same wisdom this way,
‘Those who know what a man has once been, are best able
to appreciate what he really is.’ In other words, a man is

not what he reveals about himself, but what he hides. To put it in a
different way, a man is what he hides, not what he reveals!

So from this we can create an axiom: that what is hidden is that which
defines a person, not what is revealed. This is most true of the men
called ‘Jesuits.’ I quote again the words of Roman Catholic historian G.
B. Nicolini, which warning cannot be too often repeated concerning the
Jesuit penchant (or should we say proclivity) for duplicity:

“ . . . take the Jesuit for what he ought or appears to be, AND YOU

COMMIT THE GREATEST OF BLUNDERS. Draw the character after
what the Jesuit seems to be in London, you will not recognize your
portrait in the Jesuit of Rome. The Jesuit is the man of
circumstances… He dresses in all the garbs, speaks all languages,
knows all customs, is present everywhere though nowhere recognized
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————————————— XIX ——————

SATAN’S DIARY, OR THE
“DISAPPEARED”: FRANCIS AND
ARGENTINA’S “DIRTY WAR”

Da werk lobt dan meister—“The work reveals the workman.”

~ An old German proverb.

T HAS BEEN REPORTED THAT ON TAKING A LIFT
in the Santa Maria, Rome, with two fellow residents, the
shocked monsignors squeezed themselves into a corner to
give Francis more than enough room; the Pope turned and

ask them .in: “Are you, perhaps, afraid of me”?1 Perhaps these two
monsignors were aware of Francis’ past dark record.

In 2013, the ghosts of Argentina’s ‘dirty’ past—during which at least
30,000 suspected leftists were kidnapped and killed—returned to haunt
Francis (from an era when he was known simple as Jorge Mario
Bergoglio). What am I talking about? I am referring to what has come
to be known as Argentina’s “Dirty War”—described as “a bloody spree
that stopped only after Argentina entered into a losing war with Britain
in 1982 over the Falkland Islands.”2

During the 1976-1983 dictatorship, between 20,000 to 30,000
Argentines were kidnapped, tortured, murdered or were made to
“disappear” by the Argentinian military authority which ruled that
Catholic country with an iron fist. This period was called “Argentina’s
Dirty War” of the 1970’s (“la guerra sucia”). “Victims were taken to
secret camps, tortured and thrown from military planes – drugged but
still alive—into the South Atlantic Ocean.”3 Their bodies would

1 Philip Willan, The Vatican at War: From Blackfriars Bridge to Buenos
Aires - The Secrets from the past that threaten Pope Francis’ reforms
(Bloomington, IN: iUniverse LLC, 2013), p. 369. Philip Willan is an
author and journalist specialising in Italian parapolitics.
2 Uki Goni, The Guardian News, Wednesday 11 December 2013:
www.theguardian.com/world/2013/dec/11/pope-francis-argentina-
esther-careaga
3 Ibid.
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————————————— XX ——————

THE VATICAN’S ATTEMPT TO REDEEM
BEGOGLIO’S PAST

S PREVIOUSLY MENTIONED IN AN EARLIER
chapter, Pope Francis had his friend, Elisabetta Piqué,
an Argentine journalist and fellow Catholic, write a
second ‘official’ biography, after he became Pope. It
was written in 2013, the very year Francis was elected,

and published in July 2014 by the Jesuit Loyola Press. Loyola of course
is the name of the first Jesuit General, and founder of the Jesuit Order.
The book is titled Francis: life and revolution.

Gerard O’Connel, of the “Vatican Insider” writes that Piqué’s book
shows that Francis purportedly used “countless hitherto unknown ways”
to save “many lives during the [Argentine] military dictatorship.”
O’Connel claims the book offers many new insights into the personality
of the first Jesuit Pope, as well as provide an accurate history of Francis’
life when he was a Jesuit and a bishop.1

But do these glowing tributes to Pope Francis give a correct view of
his role as a Jesuit and bishop under the military junta? Does Elisabetta
Piqué’s book really tell the whole story on that score?

In another article titled “New biography of Pope Francis...,” of
November 21, 2013, Mr. O’connell, writing from Buenos Aires, states:

Hundreds of people crowded into one of the most beautiful
bookshops in the world, the Ateneo Grand Splendid, in the heart of
Buenos Aires, on November 19, for the presentation of “Francisco:
Vida y Revolucion” (Francis: life and revolution), the new biography
of Pope Francis, written by Elisabetta Piqué, an Argentinean journalist
who has known him since 2001. Her book is being hailed by many

1 Vatican Insider is a project run by the daily newspaper “La Stampa”.
The website provides comprehensive information on the Vatican, the
activities of the Pope and the Holy See, the Catholic Church.
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BERGOGLIO IS NOT WHAT HE CLAIMS
TO BE

Swear—forswear—and the truth deny” (Jura, perjura, veritatemque denega!")
~ Jesuit maxim.

WASHINGTON URANGA, A SOCIAL SCIENCE
PROFESSOR at the University of Buenos Aires said this of
Bergoglio at the time of the, “Dirty War,” “He is a
participant in Argentine politics, but in his own way—very

low profile. MORE POLITICIANS PASS THROUGH HIS OFFICE than
either the opposition or the government would care to admit."1

Hugh O’Shaughnessy of The Guardian (UK) in 2011: says, that the
Catholic Church was complicit in horrible crimes in Argentina.
O’Shaughnessy wrote: “Yet even the execution of other men of the
cloth did nothing to shake the support of senior clerics [Bergoglio was
then Jesuit Provincial Superior], including representatives of the Holy
See, for the criminality of their leader General Jorge Rafael Videla and
his minions.”

O’Shaughnessy singles out Pope Francis (then Jesuit Cardinal
Superior) as follows:

What one did not hear from any senior member of the Argentine
hierarchy was any expression of regret for the church’s collaboration
in these crimes. The extent of the church’s complicity in the dark
deeds was excellently set out by Horacio Verbitsky, one of Argentina’s
most notable journalists, in his book El Silencio (Silence). He
recounts how the Argentine navy WITH THE CONNIVANCE OF

CARDINAL JORGE BERGOGLIO, now the Jesuit archbishop of
Buenos Aires [Pope Francis], hid from a visiting delegation of the
Inter-American Human Rights Commission the [Argentinean]
dictatorship’s political prisoners. BERGOGLIO WAS HIDING THEM

IN NOTHING LESS THAN HIS HOLIDAY HOME in an island called
El Silencio in the River Plate. The most shaming thing for the church

1 Jonathan Watts and Uki Goni, “New pope’s role during Argentina’s
military era disputed,” The Guardian, Friday 15 March 2013:
www.theguardian.com/world/2013/mar/15/pope-francis-argentina-
military-era
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————————————— XXII ——————

WHAT DO THE JESUITS SAY ABOUT
THE “REAL” POPE FRANCIS

N MARCH 19, 2013, IN AN ARTICLE TITLED,
“What Do The Jesuits really Think About Pope Francis?”
there is recorded an interview between Erik Campano and
Dr. J. Patrick Hornbeck II, theologian and historian at
the Jesuit Fordham University in New York.

In that interview, Dr. Hornbeck, in an apparent attempt to forestall
any concerns about the fact that Pope Francis (Jorge Bergoglio) was still
a Jesuit and so under the direct command of the Jesuit General, said the
following: “There have been many Jesuit bishops and cardinals since
1540... Who were members of the Society of Jesus. But once they
become a bishop, it’s controversial as to whether we can say that they’re
still Jesuits.... there’s a bit in Canon Law that talks about this. And what
it effectively says is that the man in question is no LONGER IN
OBEDIENCE TO HIS JESUIT SUPERIORS. He’s now in a different
relationship, because bishops report directly to the pope. Jesuit bishops
and cardinals still use S.J. after their names. I DON’T WANT TO SAY

IT’S PURELY HONORARY, but they don’t have the same relationship
to the Jesuit hierarchy that they would have had. So it’s sort of a hybrid
position.”1

This is a misleading assertion by Dr. Hornbeck. He speaks
incorrectly when he says that under Canon Law a Jesuit who becomes a
bishop is somehow released from his vows of obedience to his
superiors. No such rule or law exist in Canon Law, and Dr. Hornbeck
must know this to be the case!

Canon 705 provides: “A religious [i.e. a person in a religious order]
raised to the episcopate remains a member of his institute but IS

SUBJECT ONLY TO THE ROMAN PONTIFF by virtue of the vow of
obedience and is not bound by obligations which he himself prudently
judges cannot be reconciled with his condition.” In other words, any

1 Erik Campano, An interview with Dr. J. Patrick Hornbeck, II, March
19, 2013: www.patheos.com/blogs/erikcampano/2013/03/jesuits-
pope-francis-patrick-hornbeck-fordham-erik-campano/
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POPE FRANCIS, LIBERAL REFORMER OR
CHARISMATIC ENFORCER?...

When the golden cock begins his song “all the cocks in the world are thus
stirred up and begin to crow.”

T WAS IN THE SUMMER OF A.D. 1206 THAT SAINT
Francis of Assisi went into the small chapel of San Damiano
near Assisi, Italy, to pray. The legend says that as he knelt
before the crucifix, the Dominican priest heard a voice say:
“Francis, go rebuild my Church, which you see is falling into
ruins.” “Yes!” said Francis, “This is what I want; this is what I
long for with all my heart.”

Eight hundred years later, the first Pope to take the name
“Francis” says that he has taken up the same challenge as his
name-sake of Assisi–“to rebuild a Church that is in almost total

disgrace, disarray, and irrelevant.” In order to do this, he seeks to be as
inclusive and relevant to all kinds and all views, even if to do so conflicts
with Catholic dogma and Biblical teachings, the two not necessarily
being one and the same thing. All the same, Francis is seeking to give
the impression he is “all things to all men,” a classic Jesuit motto and
stratagem. For example in a CNN Exclusive, it was reported that the
Pope held a private meeting with a same-sex couple in U.S.: “The day
before Pope Francis met anti-gay county clerk Kim Davis in
Washington last week, he held a private meeting with a longtime friend
from Argentina who has been in a same-sex relationship for 19 years.
Yayo Grassi, an openly gay man, brought his partner, Iwan Bagus, as
well as several other friends to the Vatican Embassy on September 23
for a brief visit with the Pope. According to Grassi, the visit was
arranged personally with the Pope via email in the weeks ahead of
Francis' highly anticipated visit to the United States. ‘Three weeks
before the trip, he called me on the phone and said he would love to
give me a hug,’ Grassi said.”1 CNN, then comments as if mystified, “The

1 See the video of the meeting shows Grassi and Francis greeting each
other with a warm hug.: Daniel Burke, “CNN Exclusive: Pope held
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————————————— XXIV ——————

FRANCIS TO REFORM “THE JOY OF GAY
SEX”: WHY HE CANNOT JUDGE…

"A gay person who is seeking God, who is of good will – well, who
am I to judge him?"

N JULY 29, 2013, MANY OBSERVERS OF POPE
Francis, Catholics included, were left puzzled by the
Pope’s statement, “A gay person who is seeking God,
who is of good will – well, who am I to judge him?”
Francis made the remark during an on-flight press

conference, while returning from a five-day trip to Mexico, which
including Mass at the U.S. border.

I was somewhat puzzled by this statement, as I recalled from my
earlier reading that the Jesuits teach in their Catechism that there is but
one “judgment-seat belonging to God and the Pope.” 1 If that be the

1 See again the scanned image on page 158, and the footnotes at pages
164, 166 above: “Extract from Jesuit Catechism of Ignatius Loyola,”
compiled by A. Etienne Pasquier; and also Roy Livesey, Understanding
the New Age: World Government and World Religion (Chichester,
England: NewWine Press, 1998), pp. 101, 104.
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EX-JESUITS REVEAL WHY FRANCIS
CANNOT JUDGE PRACTICE OF GAY SEX

EN BRENKERT, WHO IS NOW A MEMBER OF THE
Episcopal Church, was until recently (2014) a Jesuit priest, but
confronted by the hypocrisy of the Catholic Church’s ‘official
line,’ he quit the Order. In a most revealing article for The
Daily Beast, Brenkert, a Jesuit for fourteen years, explains why

he left the Catholic Church, but also sheds some needed light of the
reason Pope Francis might have been led to say rhetorically “who am I
to judge?” Ben Brenkert reveals that many Jesuit, indeed a large
number of them, are gay; and many use “gay porn” in contradiction to
their Jesuit vows of chastity. Brenkert writes:1 [the article is long, but
worth its weight in gold]

Today, at 35, I am a gay seminarian who still needs human touch. For
me the best place is the Episcopal Church. Some day I will be a priest
[in the Episcopalian Church], hopefully married with children.… I am
a modern gay Christian in search of love, one who still wants to
become a priest.

From 2004 to 2014 I was a Jesuit, a member of the Society of Jesus
IN GOOD STANDING, an order gone global by the election of Pope
Francis I. I left the Jesuits because I left the Roman Catholic Church.
I would not be an openly gay priest in a Church that fires [openly]
LGBTQ employees and volunteers. I left in protest: How could I be
an openly gay priest who fires LGBTQ employees and volunteers?

Here’s my story…. My story takes on CLOSETED GAY PRIESTS,
Jesuits or not, and tells them to come out. My story ends by radically
calling upon Pope Francis I and his brother Jesuits, indeed anyone
who has fired an LGBTQ employee or volunteer, to reinstate them
today. Since I was a teenager, 15 years old, I longed to be a priest as
seriously as others dream of a vocation or a career….

… In 2002, at 22, after seven years of happily discerning a call to
become a Roman Catholic priest, I almost threw in the towel. I’d had

1 www.thedailybeast.com/articles/2015/02/25/confessions-of-a-gay-
jesuit-how-i-was-forced-to-leave-my-church-and-calling.html
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A “RULE-BREAKER” POPE? OR A LIBERAL
ILLUSION?

“…. Like a leopard I will lie in wait by the wayside.” Hosea 13:7

Source: The Spectator, UK

HERE ARE MANY WHO SEE FRANCIS AS A
genuine reformer. They point to such things as the
private conversation with his longtime friend from
Buenos Aires, Oscar Crespo, in which Francis
reportedly revealed his plans to change “archaic” parts

of the Catholic rules. Crespo claims the Pope confided to him of his
intention to overturn the “centuries-old ban” prohibiting Catholic priests
from getting married, as well as lifting “the banishment of divorcees
from the Catholic church.”1

However, as TP O’Mahony writes in the Irish Examiner, “Jorge
Mario Bergoglio has been rapturously received as a pioneering Pontiff
by beleaguered Catholics, but some commentators are warning that it
may yet be a question of style over substance....”2

1 Catholic Online: www.catholic.org/news/hf/faith/story.php?id=59123
2 “From white smoke to selfies…,” Irish Examiner, Saturday, March 15,
2014: www.irishexaminer.com/lifestyle/features/from-white-smoke-to-
selfies--pope-francis-first-year-as-Pontiff-262061.html
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————————————— XXVII ——————

MORAL THEOLOGY OF THE
JESUITS: ON SEX, SODOMY &
PAEDOPHILIA

O AS TO MORE FULLY COMPREHEND WHAT
you have just read in the preceding chapters, and so as to
understand Pope Francis’ inconsistent stand on the issue
of gay sex, gay Jesuits, and child sexual abuse, one must
have some appreciation of the ‘Moral Theology’1 of the

Jesuits.
“There are abundant evidences,” writes former US Secretary of

Navy, R. W. Thompson, “to show that the Jesuits have adopted a loose
code of morality, upon which they have built up a system of ‘moral
theology’ as irreconcilable with the true teachings of the Roman
Catholic religion as they are with the well-established doctrines
of all Protestant Christians [as] is sufficiently [revealed] by Pascal and
Bert, in France, and by numerous American authors.”2

Thompson adds, “Their [the Jesuit] society could no more exist
without it than could a watch keep time after the removal of its
mainspring.”3 Reader, let there be no mistake at this point as to what we
are dealing with in Pope Francis, for he is a Jesuit and these doctrines,
or Moral Theology, are all vital to the Jesuits. What then is the Moral
Theology of the Jesuits?

In a previous chapter, I said that the Jesuits are sodomites and teach
the lawfulness of sodomy, which is the foundation of gay sex and the
essence of the LGBT lifestyle. That is the reason Francis said, in
response to a question about gay relationships, “Who am I to judge?”

1 Which legitimizes verbal “evasion,” “equivocation,” “casuistry,”
“probabilism” and “mental reservation.” I.e., anything “is lawful if the
end is lawful or if the intention is good.” – hence the famous Jesuit
motto: “the end justifies the means.”
2 Richard W. Thompson, The Footprints of the Jesuits, p. 6. The New
York Times reported on Mr. Thompson in an article of September 1864:
query.nytimes.com/gst/abstract.html?res=9A0DE3DC1131E033A25755
C1A96F9C94659ED7CF&legacy=true
3 Ibid., The footprints of the Jesuits, p. 59.
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SATANIC PAEDOPHILIA, OR PEDERASTY

HE JESUIT TRAINING AND THEIR SO-CALLED
Moral Theology together create in the members of that
Society a licentious character. The Order is given to
pederasty.1 This leads the hierarchy to overlook lapses in
the sexual rigidity of the ‘Fathers’. Jesuits often channel

artistic and sexual energies through pornographic and blasphemous
writings, theatre and drawings. Hollywood is sufficient proof of this fact.

It is significant that under Cannon Law, there is no penalty for sexual
intercourse with children, children under seven are treated in the same
way as anyone over seven for the purposes of the law. For example, in
one case the Pope ruled as follows:

Carnal intercourse with a girl of seven is [merely] a diriment
impediment to a marriage later contracted with her blood relatives.2

1 Sexual activity involving a man and a boy. It has been alleged that the
Jesuits, despite vows to the contrary, have engaged in a peculiar Greek
form of pederasty: http://www.crisismagazine.com/2013/ignatius-of-
loyola-lycurgus-of-the-jesuits. “... the Jesuits give into this
abominable practice with their pupils:… Rome this odious practice
was notoriously common and attended with impunity.”: see Garry
Wills, Witches and Jesuits: Shakespeare's Macbeth (Oxford Uni. Press,
1995), p. 36.
2 See Decretals of Pope Gregory IX , Book Four, Title XIII Relations with a
Spouse's or Betrothed's Blood Relatives, C7). The word diriment means
“totally invalidating,” or causing to become wholly void; nullifying.
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————————————— XXX ——————

“POPE FRANCIS, WHERE WILL HE LEAD
US”?

N VIEW OF WHAT WE HAVE LEARNT THUS
far in the foregoing chapters about Pope Francis (and
there is more), the question naturally arises, “Where will
he lead us”?

Interestingly enough, on Wednesday, November 12, 2014, Cardinal
Edward Egan, former archbishop of New York, sought to address that
intriguing question in a lecture entitled “Pope Francis: Where He Will
Lead Us,”1 hosted by St. John’s University.

According to the St. John’s University website, “The lecture
continued a dialogue on THE INTERPLAY OF LAW AND RELIGION.”

Reflecting on his meeting with Pope Francis during a private
audience, Michael A. Simons, dean of the St. John’s University Law
School, noted in his introductory remarks that Cardinal Egan “brings to
us his insight not just as a leader of the Church and someone steeped in
the Church’s history and current reality, but as someone who knows the
Holy Father well”.

The website then adds this interesting statement, “Cardinal Egan
discussed his friendship and collaboration with Pope Francis... Cardinal
Egan recounted that, working together closely for weeks, he came to
know his new friend as a “quiet, thoughtful, efficient Jesuit” who was
“wise, learned, and endowed with a kind heart and an authoritative
manner.” What is an “efficient Jesuit”? The coming chapters will
illustrate that Francis is indeed an “efficient Jesuit,” and when not before
the public eye, very authoritarian.

The website also states that in the time since Pope Francis became
the Church’s new leader, “Cardinal Egan has met him twice in person....
Reflecting on the reasons why the conclave elected Pope Francis in
2013, Cardinal Egan noted—among other points—his friend’s reputation
as a “man of prayer who handled countless, extraordinarily daunting

1 Edward Cardinal Egan Presents “Pope Francis: Where He Will Lead
Us” at the Center for Labor and Employment Law :
www.stjohns.edu/about/news/2014-11-12/his-eminence-edward-
cardinal-egan-presents-pope-francis-where-he-will-lead-us
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“UTOPIA”—OR A NEW CATHOLIC
CIVILISATION: FRANCIS’ MOST
FAVOURITE BOOK

MONG THE FEW BOOKS THAT FRANCIS HAS
encouraged his followers to read is a book by Sir Thomas
More, called Utopia. Francis even says he prays to Sir
Thomas More, daily! No kidding.

Sir Thomas (as I shall call him) was born February 7,
1478, and is referred to by Catholics as “SAINT THOMAS.”

He was a brilliant Oxford educated Greek-Latin scholar, and a lawyer.
The sole surviving son of Sir John More, a judge, when only thirteen
years of age, the young Thomas was placed in the household of one
Cardinal Morton, the Archbishop of Canterbury and Lord Chancellor
of England. Here his sharp mind came under the notice of the
archbishop, who sent him to Oxford.

While still studying law the young Thomas pursued the idea of
becoming a Catholic monk, but later changed his mind. For his
brilliance and giftedness, More was knighted in 1521 (hence Sir
Thomas). He was appointed as Speaker of the House of Commons in
1523 and 1524 (Rolls of Parliament in no. 1 Lords’ Journal), and
became Lord Chancellor of England in 1529, the highest judicial officer
of the British crown and the presiding officer of the House of Lords.

As Chancellor, Sir Thomas passed and enforced Catholic-based laws
against so-called “heretics” (Protestants). The Catholic Encyclopedia
admits that “More’s attitude is patent. He agreed with the principle of
the anti-heresy laws and had no hesitation in enforcing them.” Sir
Thomas also ordered by law and oversaw the burning of William
Tyndale Bibles. Now, why would Francis prays to a man like Sir
Thomas daily? What does that say about his mindset?

Sir Thomas resigned his post as Chancellor at the height of his career
and reputation, when King Henry persisted in holding opinions
contrary to Catholic beliefs, but more particularly because the King
refused to accept the supremacy of the Pope. For this acts of political
treason, he was held in the Tower of London and eventually executed
(beheaded in) on July 6, 1535.
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“THE RADICAL POPE”—‘I AM NOT A
COMMUNIST’ JUST A LIBERATION
THEOLOGIST

Undermining democracy with the relentlessness of a sleuth-hound!

T IS AMAZING, INDEED ASTOUNDING, TO SEE
how much some parts of the Media have been taken in by
this Jesuit Pope. For example, take this statement from
Mary Anastasia O’Grady of The Wall Street Journal, who
writes with the intention of refuting the allegations against

Pope Francis when he was the Jesuit Provincial Superior in Argentina in
the 1970s: “The calumny is not new … What embitters them is that Fr.
Bergoglio believed that Marxism (and the related “liberation theology”)
was antithetical to Christianity and refused to embrace it… ”1

However, according to Naim Ateek, the founder of Liberation
Theology in Palestine,2 Pope Francis was always a champion of the
brand of Liberation Theology that is rampantly flourishing throughout
Latin America. And Bruce Duncan writes, “As Pope, Bergoglio is very
favourable to key streams of liberation theology.”3

In Francesca Ambrogetti’s and Sergio Rubin’s book, Pope Francis,
the Pope is questioned about his views on the poor and what needs to
be done. He replied, “Some may say, ‘This priest is a communist.’
That’s not it.” Yet, in the 2013 interview with Sergio Rubin and
Francesca Ambrogetti for his biography (the said Pope Francis: His Life
in His Own Words), Francis said liberation theology “has its good
points and its bad, its restraints and its excesses’.” Significantly, and
surptisingly, Bergoglio also told his his biographer Sergio Rubin that
there had never “been a‘mass condemnation’ of it [viz., Liberation
Theology],”4 by the Vatican.

1 Loc. cit., Mary Anastasia O’Grady, “Behind the Campaign to Smear the
Pope,” March 17, 2013.
2 Mr. Ateek is founder of the Liberation Theology Center in Jerusalem.
3 repository.divinity.edu.au/1496/1/Bruce_Duncan_Francis_open.pdf
4 Op. cit., Rubin and Ambrogetti, Pope Francis, p. 92.
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JESUIT ORIGINS OF SOCIAL JUSTICE: THE
EXCUSE FOR INCREASING TAXATION

Da werk lobt dan meister (“The work reveals the workman”) ~ German
proverb.

ERHAPS THE GREATEST IRONY OF OUR DAY IS
that a legitimate concern for the poor has been hijacked by
Pope Francis and the Jesuits. It is ironic because, it was
once (and still is) one of the main aims of the Jesuits’ to
undermine the advances in economic wealth and freedoms.
Their feigned love for the ecomomic well-being of the poor

(as opposed to them working among the poor, which they have always
done) only really came into vogue after Pope Leo’s seminal encyclical,
Rerum Novarum.

Their favourite cliche “social justice,” bandied about everywhere
today, came explicitly into use around the 1840s. A Jesuit priest named
Luigi Taparelli is credited with coining the phrase.1 In “The Origins of
Social Justice: Taparelli d’Azeglio,” an article published in First
Principles2, written by Professor Thomas Patrick Burke3, we read:

“Social justice” owes its origin as a distinct concept3 (giustizia sociale)
to the Italian Risorgimento of the nineteenth century. It was first used,
to our knowledge, by the Jesuit philosopher Luigi Taparelli d’Azeglio
in 18434 in the debates over the beginnings of the Risorgimento's
effort to unify the Italian peninsula politically.5 […]

… It was not long before AGITATION BEGAN with the aim of
bringing about unification. Revolutionary movements such as the

1 J. Zajda, S. Majhanovich, V. Rust, Education and Social Justice, 2006.
D’Azeglio cofounded the journal Civiltà Cattolica in 1850 and wrote for it
for twelve years; and his social teachings influenced Pope Leo XIII's
1891 encyclical, Rerum novarum (“On the Condition of the Working
Classes”).
2 First Principles is the web journal of the Intercollegiate Studies
Institute.
3 Thomas Burke is President of Wynnewood Institute in Wynnewood,
PA: www.firstprinciplesjournal.com/articles.aspx?article=1760
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Gore adds, “Liberty, voluntary exchange, mutual consent… the
protection of property, and contract rights secure individuals’
sovereignty over their own minds, bodies, and souls, the freedom to
pursue their own interests.” He adds, “That is the real crux of the
[Pope’s] animus directed at capitalism—liberty’s economics… The Pope
will never say that his condemnation of capitalism is a condemnation of
individual autonomy, nor that it is an embrace of statist collectivism and
coercion. THOSE, HOWEVER, ARE THE CHOICES.”

Says Gore, “The Pope ignores capitalism’s history of lifting masses of
impoverished people from their poverty, including the recent ascension
of hundreds of millions in Asia as China and India make incremental
moves away from state economic control towards private economic
activity and freer markets. Any honest humanitarian looking for the best
way to alleviate poverty would enthusiastically embrace capitalism; it has
a far better record than statist systems, which have produced more
poverty than they’ve ever alleviated. This Pope… ignores the wholesale
misery and slaughter visited upon the world by statist regimes. That gets
us back to the underlying fundamentals of capitalism versus statism:
liberty protected by government versus coercion and control…. If Pope
Francis does not have the time or inclination to analyze the relative
responsibility of governments versus private, profit driven businesses
and entrepreneurs for income inequality, environmental degradation,
and other perceived ills, he should keep his mouth shut.”

What do you make of that reader? Let me help you. Ask yourself,
‘With such impassioned hatred held for capitalism, what is Pope
Francis’ alternative to the “dictatorship of the economy,” and free
market economics, which he calls “the dung of the devil”21? As we shall
shortly see, Francis’ remedy for the ‘evils of capitalism’ is like the
alchemist physician who offers to “cure syphilis by giving the patient
malaria.”22

21 www.cnn.com/videos/world/2015/07/10/pope-francis-calls-
modern-capitalism-dung-of-the-devil.cnn
22 As an interesting aside, beginning in 1932 in the segregated South,
hundreds of black men (600 men) who were left untreated for syphilis
during a government study by the U.S. Public Health Service, when
medical worker in rural Alabama withheld treatment from unsuspecting
black men infected with syphilis so doctors could track the disease and
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EVANGELII GAUDIUM PROMOTES
LIBERATION THEOLOGY

“I read my eyes out and can’t read half enough…the more one reads the more
one sees we have to read.” ~ John Adams, 2nd US President, letter to Abigail
Adams, Dec. 28, 1794.

HATEVER POPE JOHN PAUL II OR POPE
Benedict XVI may have said about Liberation
Theology, this revolutionary social doctrine has taken on
new life after the election of Pope Francis. According to
Ambrose Evans Pritchard writing in the Telegraph:

“[Liberation Theology] now has a Papal imprimatur. It is close to
becoming official doctrine for the world’s 1.2bn Roman Catholics
under ‘Evangelii Gaudium’, the Pope’s first apostolic exhortation.
This will have consequences.”. (emphasis added)1

The following article was published in March 2013 by Professor
Michel Chossudovsky of Universidad Nacional de Cordoba, Argentina,
after the election by the Vatican Conclave of Cardinal Jorge Mario
Bergoglio. It was later updated on May 28, 2014:2

In the course of the last year, Pope Francis has been portrayed in
chorus by the Western media as a left leaning champion of
“Liberation Theology” committed to global poverty alleviation.
According to London’s Telegraph, Pope Francis “is bringing
Liberation Theology into the Vatican”. In the footsteps of Francis of
Assisi, the ‘preferential option for the poor’ has so to speak been
reintegrated into the Catholic mainstream under the helm of Pope
Francis I.

1 Ambrose Evans-Pritchard, “Liberation Theology is back as Pope
Francis holds capitalism to account,” Thursday 06 July 2017:
www.telegraph.co.uk/finance/comment/ambroseevans_pritchard/1055
9802/Liberation-Theology-is-back-as-Pope-Francis-holds-capitalism-to-
account.html
2 www.globalresearch.ca/washingtons-pope-who-is-francis-i-cardinal-
jorge-mario-bergoglio-and-argentinas-dirty-war/5326675
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IS BIG BUSINESS A DANGER TO
ECONOMIC LIBERTY?

“I must judge for myself, but how can I judge, how can any man judge, unless
his mind has been opened and enlarged by reading.” ~ President John Adams

OPE FRANCIS SEEMS TO THINK THAT BIG
business is a threat to economic liberty, and he has said
as much. But ask the young people in France who
cannot get jobs because of that country’s hyper-

regulated labour market and they will tell you otherwise.
In the realm of Catholic social policy, the experience of France and

Italy speaks volumes, as both countries show some of the most
disturbing economic dysfunctionalism. Indeed, both countries are
playbook examples of what happens in a Catholic economy.

The following is the pattern after a government uses Catholic
economic social teachings to run its economy: (1) government
announces severe economic crisis and has to implement tough reforms;
(2) unions, students, and workers protest at the profound injustice of
proposed changes; (3) mass protests and street marches ensue; (4)
government poll-ratings start plummeting; (5) government caves or
collapses., (5) either a totalitarian, a dictatorship or some other
autocratic regime takes power…

To appreciate the gravity of the economic problems that Pope
Francis’ ‘advice’ will produce, and why we should be extremely nervous
about following it, we only have to look at France and Italy.—France
once was the world’s fifth largest economy. But in the recently released
2015 Index of Economic Freedom, France now ranks as the world’s 73rd

freest economy out of a total of 178 nations. And Italy—the very land on
which the Vatican sits, and under whose pastoral eyes the popes have
been issuing their many social encyclicals—is another EU economic
basket case—and the only ‘developed’ country with a poorer economic
ranking than France. Both these economies are teetering on the edge of
being graded “mostly unfree”.
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FRANCIS’ SOCIAL JUSTICE SEEDS
COVETOUSNESS AMONG THE POOR

RANCIS’ UNIFYING THEMES HAS BEEN
ecumenism, social justice, and global financial
regulation, all of which are nothing more than lassos
to bring the masses together into a BOUND OF

CONFEDERACY. This he seeks to attain under one
central authority, but within the framework of the
Catholic teaching of Subsidiarity. We will return to

this word, subsidiarity, in a moment.
In July, 2009, USA Today ran a headline concerning Pope Benedict

XVI’s encyclical Caritas in Veritate, titled “Pope Calls for ‘God-
centered’ Global Economy.” The opening paragraph of the article read:
“Pope Benedict XVI today called for reforming the United Nations and
establishing a ‘true world political authority’ with ‘REAL TEETH’ to
manage the global economy with God-centered ethics... The pope says
such an authority is urgently needed to end the current worldwide
financial crisis.”1

What did the former pope mean by “God-centred” ethics, and does
Francis share his view? Commenting on Benedict’s encyclical, Professor
Miller of Andrews University writes, “The letter makes clear that the
policies carried out by the entity [viz., the “world political authority”]
would be to construct a ‘social order’ that ‘conforms to the moral
order.’” Miller adds: “The Pope’s choice of words is telling. He does
not say ‘some moral order,’ or ‘a moral order,’ but ‘the moral order.’
He clearly has a certain moral order in mind. Could this be any other
Moral Order than the one articulated and taught by the Catholic
Church? In the actual governing and wielding of the sword, or rifle, or
bayonet, of the global authority might be by non-religious, state
powers. But it would seem that the Pope must envision that they would
do so with some connection with Catholic Church leadership, or
teaching, or both.” This is where the word “subsidiarity” comes into its
own.

1 “Pope calls for ‘God-centered’ global economy, 7/7/2009, by Cathy
Lynn Grossman, USA TODAY.
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AQUINAS’ NATURAL LAW: THE ISLAMIC
FASCIST FOUNDATIONS OF POPE
FRANCIS’ IDEALS

Necessity is the plea for every infringement of human freedom. It is the
argument of tyrants; it is the creed of slaves.

~ Rt Hon. William Pitt, the Younger (Prime Minister 1783-1801, 1804-1806)

S WE SAW EARLIER, THOMAS AQUINAS IS SAID
to be the Catholic Church’s greatest theologian; and it is his
thinking that is “foundational for understanding the
economic thought of the Roman Church-State,” and the
“expansive mission” of the present Pope.1

Aquinas, in his book Summa Theologica, was the first Catholic
theologian to set forward the principles of a natural law, so dearly held
by Pope Francis. It is however interesting to note that the greatest
influence on Aquinas’s theology and writings was not the Bible, the
Apostles, nor any of the early church fathers. Rather, it was two Islamic
scholars Avicenna and Ibn Rushd.

The first of these, Avicenna (Arabic Ibn Sīnā, c. 980 – June 1037),
who was a Persian polymath regarded as one of the most significant
thinkers and writers of the Islamic Golden Age. 2 He is known to have
written at least 450 works, 240 of which still exist today, including 150
on philosophy and 40 on medicine.3 The Stanford Encyclopedia of
Philosophy article just cited, says under “Influence of Arabic and
Islamic Philosophy on the Latin West,” section 5.4 and 6.3:

The impact of Arabic philosophers such as al-Fārābī, Avicenna and
Averroes on Western philosophy was particularly strong in natural

1 To use the words of Cardinal George Pell: see
www.bostonglobe.com/news/world/2014/03/02/aussie-with-
linebacker-instincts-pope-financial-
fixer/1BkAoAgPxs4DIt9JraJFdJ/story.html
2 Amira K. Bennison, The great caliphs: the golden age of the 'Abbasid
Empire (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2009), p. 195.
3 Paul Strathern, A brief history of medicine: from Hippocrates to gene
therapy (Running Press, 2005), p. 58.
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POPE FRANCIS LECTURES U.S. CONGRESS
ON IMMIGRATION AND OTHER REFORMS

~ Vidi, vici (“I came, I saw, I conquered”)

NE OF FRANCIS’ FIRST COMBINED POLITICAL
and religious success was having the opportunity to
address the Unites States Congress. Francis became the
first leader of the Holy See to address a joint meeting of
Congress. Reader, here is a man, who is not just the

religious head of a spiritual organisation, but a non-democratically
elected leader of a near totalitarian state called the Vatican,1 telling
national legislators of the world’s greatest democracy they could “enable
this country, by… legislative activity, to grow as a nation.” The Jesuit
audacity never ceases to amaze.

As an aside, on the day before that momentous occasion,
Wednesday, September 23, 2015, Pope Francis met with Barack
Obama at the White House, Washington DC. It is interesting that
under the 1582 Gregorian calendar of Pope Gregory XIII (which is the
calendar in use today), September 23 was the 266th day of 2016.2 Was it
pure coincidence that Francis is also the 266th Pontiff of the Catholic
Church? A curious ‘coincidence’ indeed. But as I said, that’s by the by.
We will not here venture into numerological speculations.

POPE TELLS US CONGRESS ‘ENACT LAWS’ FOR COMMON GOOD

The Pope, who up till then had never once, in all his 78 years, visited
the United States, called himself “a son of the continent,”3 and
admonished Congress to use the nation’s civic traditions (by which he
meant legislative powers) as a spur to action. “A good political leader is
one who, with the interests of all in mind (appealing to “the common

1 Which despite its small size, has over 1.23 billion parishioners, whose
leader is the Pope, but which parishioners have not vote, no say, no
input whatsoever as to which who is elected as pope or for any office.
2 There are 266 days in a leap year. 2016 was a leap year.
3 Presumably he meant ‘American continent,’ which include Argentina.
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POPE FRANCIS’ IMMIGRATION REFORM
AND ELECTIONS IN THE USA

ATHOLIC IMMIGRATION IS THE MEANS BY which
the Vatican seeks to make nations Catholic”! Thus, when
Francis visited the US Congress, he left little doubt where
he stood on the polarising issue of immigration reform.

Francis urged America’s lawmakers in Congress to throw
open their country’s borders to thousands of migrants, in

part to atone for the “sins” of their colonial era, he declared, before a
joint session of Congress.

Almost eleven years earlier, on March 6, 2006, the same agenda was
more vigorously expressed by Father Michael Gutierrez—acting on the
instructions of his superior Cardinal Roger M. Mahony—who said at St.
Anne Catholic Church in Santa Monica, California, that his Church
would not only welcome illegal immigrants, but would do so regardless
of any laws Congress might pass! “THIS IS NOT OUR LAW,” “We
follow God’s law,”1 said Father Gutierrez.

Less than five days before Father Gutierrez’s rant, The Los Angeles
Times reported that another influential Catholic leader, Cardinal
McCarrick, the archbishop of Washington DC, had issued the following
directive to his priests: “In his most forceful comments to date, Mahony
said he would instruct his priests to defy legislation [on immigration].”2

Prior to Pope Francis’ address to Congress, in September 2015, a
news headline linked to a Bloomberg article titled, “Obama to Bask In
Pope’s Aura, But Francis Wants Economic Justice,” predicted the Pope
would aim to “exploit” his “moral authority” to subtlety “pressure his
host” nation on issues such as mass immigration. And he did!

1 Jessica Garrison and Jason Felch, “God’s Law” Backed After 2
Masses, March 6, 2006, Los Angeles Times:
http://articles.latimes.com/2006/mar/06/local/me-church6
2 Teresa Watanaben, “Immigrants Gain the Pulpit,” Los Angeles Times,
Mar. 1, 2006: articles.latimes.com/2006/mar/01/local/me-mahony1
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FRANCIS’ IMMIGRATION REFORM
PREFIGURED IN “CAMP OF THE SAINTS”

“Poverty is all there is worth sharing.”

EVERAL ASTUTE COMMENTATORS HAVE
observed that Francis’ call for immigration reform was
prefigured, or heralded in a 1973 book by the French
Catholic novelist Jean Raspail, called Camp of the Saints.

You see, reader the Catholic Church does nothing by chance or without
foresight. Long before it would occur, Raspail went as far as to give the
name of a pope who would be bringing in these immigration reforms.
And he was wrong about the pope’s name, by a whisker.

The pope that Raspail named in his 1973 ‘novel’ was called Benedict
XVI, which turned out to be the name of the pope before Pope Francis.
In fact, Francis could have been the pope instead of Benedict, but lost
out by just five votes in the 2005 conclave that elected Benedict XVI!

How could Raspail, writing in 1973—thirty-two years before Benedict
XVI—have guessed at that name in his ‘novel’. How did he know there
would be a pope called Benedict XVI?

Also curious is the fact that the ‘fictional’ pope in Raspail’s novel is
the first pope from the Latin Americas (a Brazilian). How close he was:
the pope who is doing what Raspail predicted is from Brazil’s next big
neighbour, Argentina!

Not only does Raspail’s ‘fictional’ Pope hail from Latin America, but
he is said to represent a “new-style church,” and believes that
“POVERTY IS ALL THERE IS WORTH SHARING.” How uncanny!
Hasn’t Francis said he wants to create a “new-style church”? Did not
Francis say on October 4, 2013, “it is necessary to follow the path of
poverty”? Do you really think this is all ‘coincidence’?

Let’s see what the book actually says, and judge for yourself, reader,
how ‘prophetic’ Raspail’s novel is, and see the far-reaching plans of the
Roman Catholic Church hierachy!

Raspail’s novel, although first written back in 1973, depicts what it
calls the invasion of the West by anti-Western Third World refugees,
by an ‘armada’ of boats carrying a million them. Raspail says that the
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WHY POPE FRANCIS LIKES HIS OWN
BORDER WALL…

N 2016, POPE FRANCIS MADE ANOTHER FIRST.
He became the first pope to openly criticise a candidate
running for the office of President of the United States of
America.

On February 18, 2016, Francis said, alluding to Donald Trump, “A
person who thinks only about building walls, wherever they may be, and
not of building bridges, is not Christian….”1 Francis made the comment
at an on-flight press conference while returning from a five-day trip to
Mexico, after holding Mass at US-Mexico border. What symbolism!

Now, many assume that Francis makes such comments unscripted
and off the cuff, as mere gaffs. But what may appear to be blunders or
off-script comments by Francis are in fact choreographed political
sound-bites, as bait for the media to stay in the public consciousness, so
as to keep his message out there. What Francis wants is to make
headlines. As Pope he needs such headlines. How else can he be
relevant? You see, “the end justifies the means”. If you find this hard to
believe, I ask that you suspend your disbelief for the moment.

At any rate, Trump’s unusually polite and subdued response to
Francis’ attack was, “I don’t like fighting with the Pope,” Trump said at
a GOP town hall debate in South Carolina that was hosted by CNN. “I
like his personality; I LIKE WHAT HE REPRESENTS,” Trump added
sheepishly. The question is, what is it that Trump likes about what
Francis “represents”? We shall come to that in a later chapter.

1 cnn.com/2016/02/18/politics/pope-francis-trump-christian-wall/
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“SEPARATION OF CHURCH AND STATE”—
THE WALL BOTH TRUMP AND FRANCIS
ARE WORKING TO TEAR DOWN

“Imagine what our country could accomplish if we started working together as
one people, under one God, saluting one American flag.” ~ Donald J. Trump,
Sept. 28, 2016.

HE MEDIA AND POLITICAL COMMENTATORS,
it seems, would have us believe that Donald Trump and
Pope Francis are antagonists, or on opposing teams. If
so then why did Trump surround himself with a 34
member strong team of top Roman Catholic advisors

during his presidential campaign? And why has he not disabanded that
Catholic Advisory Board1 once he got elected?

Trump’s wife, Melania is a ‘staunch’ Catholic; and Trump is an ex-
student of the Jesuits. Even his Vice-President Mike Pence is Catholic.
Many in his White House inner circle are too. So, how much of an
antagonist is he really to Francis’ teachings on immigration, and walls?

While Donald Trump does appear to be an enigma, like
“Constantine the Great” he has shown himself to be the great deal-
maker of our day. Forget the art of the business deal, that was ‘trumped’
by the deal he brokered with the Roman Catholics and the ‘far right’

1 www.ncregister.com/blog/kschiffer/donald-trump-names-33-
members-to-council-of-catholic-advisers
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THE LETTER DONALD TRUMP WROTE
CATHOLIC LEADERS

‘When going through hell, keep going.’ ~Winston Churchill.

N NOVEMBER 10, 2016, THE FOLLOWING WAS
posted on the Christian website “Charisma”: “Read the
Letter Donald Trump Wrote to Catholic Leaders.” This
article written by Bob Eschuman read, “Unable to attend,

but wanting to address the group, Trump penned the following letter
that ‘telegraphs’ his agenda [all emphasis added]:

Dear Friends:

Unfortunately, my schedule precludes me from meeting and talking with
you at the Catholic Leadership Conference today in Denver.

First, I would like to send my warm greetings to the Denver Archbishop
Samuel Aquila. In discussions with MY CATHOLIC ADVISORY GROUP,
it is clear Archbishop Aqulia’s leadership in the Denver Archdiocese has
been exemplary, as was the leadership of his predecessor…

Second, should I be elected president, I look forward to working with
these two respected leaders of THE CATHOLIC CHURCH IN AMERICA,
their brother bishops, and congress, on issues of critical importance TO
THE CATHOLIC CHURCH AND CATHOLICS.

Catholics in the United States of America are a rich part of our nation's
history. The United States was, and is, strengthened through Catholic
men, women, priests and religious Sisters, ministering to people,
marching in the Civil Rights movement, educating millions of children in
Catholic schools, creating respected health care institutions, and in their
founding and helping the ongoing growth of the pro-life cause.

I have a message for Catholics: I WILL BE THERE FOR YOU. I WILL
STAND WITH YOU. I WILL FIGHT FOR YOU.

As First Lady, U.S. Senator, Secretary of State, and two-time presidential
candidate, Hillary Clinton has been hostile to the core issues and policies
of greatest concern to Catholics….. […]

Hillary Clinton’s hostility to the issues of greatest importance to Catholics
is made worse by her running mate Senator Tim Kaine. [a Jesuit priest!]
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THE OBJECTIVE OF FRANCIS’ OTHER
POLITICAL ‘REFORMS’

“The voice is of Jacob, BUT the hands are those of Esau.” (Genesis 27:22).

E MUST NOW ASK, “WHAT IS THE MISSION
and objective of this Jesuit Pope?”

In 2014, Francis helped Cuba and the United States
mend fences. Trump has given the impression that he is

reversing Obama’s efforts in that regard. But many of the key policies
that Obama and the Pope negotiated in the Cuba deal will remain in
place despite Trump’s June 2017 “reversal”. But that is an aside.

After Francis orchestrated the deal with Cuba, he gave a speech at
Philadelphia’s Independence Hall, from the same lectern Abraham
Lincoln used for the Gettysburg Address (would you believe). This
‘telegraphed’ his agenda. US Polls gave the Pope glowing reviews, noting
in particular that the trip “improved Americans’ view of the Church.”1

And as Maureen Mullarkey observed in The Federalist,2 it is in this
way that Francis seeks to insinuate himself “into geopolitics” and “to
influence America’s immigration policies.”3

Elizabeth Dias, in a Times article titled “Pope Francis and the New
Roman Empire,” gives profound insight into the political mission and
objectives of this Jesuit Pope:

From Cuba to climate change, he has revitalized the Vatican’s role in
global diplomacy. Now he’s bringing his activist agenda to the U.S.

History sometimes turns on little things– a single bullet, a spy’s blurry
photograph–and on Aug. 25, 2014, Cardinal Jaime Ortega y Alamino
of Havana arrived at the White House to deliver ONE SUCH
OBJECT. Ortega had gone to great lengths to cover his tracks. HIS
NAME DOES NOT APPEAR IN OFFICIAL WHITE HOUSE VISITOR

1 cruxnow.com/church/2015/12/26/the-top-10-pope-francis-stories-
of-2015/
2 Op. cit., Maureen Mullarkey, “Why Anti-Catholicism Will Rise”:
thefederalist.com/2016/03/01/why-anti-catholicism-will-rise/
3 Ibid.
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POPE INSTRUCTS CATHOLICS TO BE
POLITICAL TO CREATE “DEMOCRACY”
ROOTED IN CHRISTIAN TRUTH

“The truth we proclaim under oath is relative and not absolute.”
~Catholic Encyclopedia, Vol. XI, p. 696.

ECENT DATA SHOWS THAT AGREEING WITH
Pope Francis’ politics was a winning formula in the 2016 US
Presidential election. As Christopher Hale, executive
director, at Catholics in Alliance for the Common Good

observed, “Many candidates—Catholic or not”—were “seeking ways to tie
themselves to the pope’s vision.”1 Hence Trump’s appointment of a
Catholic Advisory Board.

On its website were several ‘political projects,’ one of which was “A
2016 Pope Francis Values Reflection Guide”. The “Guide” stated
“This crucial election year resource will help Catholics throughout the
nation educate themselves and reflect on the issues at the heart of our
Church's social mission and Pope Francis' ministry.” The Voters’
“Guide” goes on to say, “As Catholics, we are called by our faith to
engage in this election. Pope Francis says that ‘a good Catholic meddles
in politics… so that those who govern can govern well.’ Politics, Francis
says, ‘is one of the highest forms of love, because it is in the service of
the common good’.… what Pope Francis calls a ‘revolution of
tenderness.’ That’s why we’re creating and distributing A Revolution of
Tenderness: A Pope Francis 2016 Election Values Guide. This crucial
election year resource will help Catholic voters throughout the nation
educate themselves and FORM their conscience as they cast crucial
ballots in this November’s election.”2

Christopher Hale astutely noted however,

To get elected in 1960, John F. Kennedy, a Catholic, was forced to
tell the nation that he wouldn’t take orders from the pope. In 2016,

1 Christopher J. Hale, “Preaching Pope Francis’s Politics May Be the Key
to Becoming President,” TIME Magazine, July 24, 2015:
time.com/3970300/presidential-election-pope-francis-politics/
2 www.catholicsinalliance.org/voterguide
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————————————— XLVIII ——————

POPE FRANCIS ON “SAVAGE CAPITALISM”

“… it is necessary to follow the path of poverty..” ~ Pope Francis

N TUESDAY MAY 21, 2013, THE POPE VISITED A
soup kitchen at the Vatican, run by the Missionaries of
Charity. He “spoke forcefully about modern economic
conditions, condemning ‘a savage capitalism [that] has

taught the logic of profit at all cost, of giving to get, of exploitation
without looking at the persons!’"1

Less than five months later, on Friday, 4 October 2013, at the
Bishop’s residence in Assisi, in remarks made in the “Room of
Renunciation,” Pope Francis advised, “For everyone.., if we want to save
ourselves from sinking, it is necessary to follow the path of poverty. That
does not mean misery—this idea should be refuted—it means knowing
how to share, how to be more in solidarity with those in need, to entrust
oneself more to God and less to our human efforts.”2

And, in May 2014, Pope Francis renewed his call on global leaders to
redistribute wealth from the rich to the poor. Francis made one such
plea during an address to U.N. Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon and
other U.N. leaders gathered in Rome for an audience with the Pope.
Railing against an “economy of exclusion,” Francis called for a state-led
global initiative to close the widening gap between rich and poor
through redistribution. “Specifically, this involves challenging all forms
of injustices and resisting the economy of exclusion, the throwaway
culture and the culture of death which nowadays sadly risk becoming
passively accepted,” Francis said. The comments were in keeping with
the Pope’s previous attack at the World Economic Forum in January
and in his private meeting with U.S. President Barack Obama, March,
2014.3

1 www.reuters.com/article/2013/05/21/us-pope-capitalism-
idUSBRE94K12K20130521
2w2.vatican.va/content/francesco/en/speeches/2013/october/docume
nts/papa-francesco_20131004_poveri-assisi.html
3 Dan Kedmey, Pope Francis to World: Redistribute The Wealth, May 9,
2014: http://time.com/94264/pope-francis-redistribute-wealth/
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————————————— XLIX ——————

EVANGELII GAUDIUM—THE POPE’S CALL
FOR “UTOPIA”

“All that is necessary for the triumph of evil is that good men do nothing.”
~Edmund Burke.

S YOU WILL RECALL, IN THE BOOK UTOPIA,
Thomas More wrote that in the Utopian
commonwealth: “NO MAN HAS ANY PROPERTY.…”
“in utopia, … every man has a right to everything… for
among them there is no unequal distribution….” This

is an astounding statement!
Likewise, Pope Francis has repeatedly lashed out against unequal

distribution, which he says is contrary to the Gospel.
But, while Francis claims he is acting on the principles of the Gospel,

he seems to have overlooked the fact that Jesus Christ did not support a
redistribution of wealth by forceful means or by the state or any higher
power; and certainly not by increased taxation.

Indeed, when on one occasion Christ was asked to get involved in a
property dispute by lending his influence and authority to perusade a
man to redistribute his wealth (i.e. to share of the family inheritance)1

with his brother, Christ rebuked the petitioner saying “Man, who made
me a judge or a divider over you?” And he turned to his disciples and
said, “Take heed, and beware of covetousness: for a man’s life
consisteth not in the abundance of the things which he possesseth”
(Luke 12:14-15).

Francis needs to read the Gospel again, for his encyclical Evangelii
Gaudium is in direct contradiction to it.

Professor Richard Drake, a historian who has taught at UCLA, UC
Irvine, Wellesley College, Princeton University, and at the University of
Montana makes the connection between Pope Francis’ Evangelii
Gaudium and that of all his predecessors. He writes, “Pope Leo XIII’s
Rerum novarum, the pioneering manifesto of Catholic social justice
theory, appeared in 1891.... Pope Pius XI in Quadragesimo anno

1 “Master, speak to my brother, that he divide the inheritance with me.”
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————————————— L ——————

“THE SOCIAL QUESTION” OF POPE LEO
XIII, IDENTICAL TO THE “SOCIAL
JUSTICE” THEOLOGY OF POPE FRANCIS

Liberation theology is for “the whole world...” ~ Prof. Roger Haight, S.J.

NDERSTANDING CHRISTOPHER DAWSON’S
assertion in Chapter XXXII (p. 335) that “the Catholic
social ideas set forth in the encyclicals of [Pope] Leo XIII
… have far more affinity with those of fascism than with
those of either liberalism or socialism” is key to

comprehending the fascist ideals in Pope Francis’s encyclicals and his
brand of Liberation Theology. Why does Francis favour fascism?

According to the Jesuits, Christ’s teachings say a great deal of
Liberation Theology, or “Social Justice” which they claim is found
“embryonically in Luke’s parable of the Good Samaritan.”1 This parable
they read “as dramatising” the basic principles of Liberation theology.

“The truth of the principle,” says Jesuit Roger Haight, “is conveyed
with climactic force by the shocking fact that only the Samaritan [in
Christ’s parable] had internalized it [i.e. love for his neighbour].”
“Modernity,” Haight continues, “adds a conviction that beyond tying up
the victim’s wounds, true love will make the road to Jericho safe for all.
With this addendum liberation theology [LT] rewrites the parable for
the whole world... ”2 So the Jesuits tell us LT is “for the whole world”!

1 Professor Roger Haight, S.J. “Catholic theology since Vatican II”:
www.renewedpriesthood.org/ca/hpage.cfm?Web_ID=1057
2 Roger Haight, SJ, “America,” March 17, 2008.
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————————————— LI ——————

FRANCIS’ REFORMS: OLD WINE IN NEW
WINESKINS… LA METAMORFOSIS

‘The fish stinks from the head.’ ~ An Italian saying.

T WAS CHARLES NEWDEGATE WHO SAID,
“In every country, and under every form of government,
the efforts of the Jesuits, however varied in their phase,
have been, and are, the same in their tendency.

Wherever the influence or Revolution, power of their Order is not
supreme, the Jesuits are revolutionists. They work against the State
through the disorganisation of society.”1

André Marie Jean Jacques Dupin (1783-1865, French statesman)
warned, “The Jesuits are a naked sword, whose hilt is at Rome but its
blade is everywhere, invisible until its stroke is felt.”2 Read it again!

Pope Francis, in the words of Cardinal Cormac Murphy O’Connor,
“is both a revolutionary and a man of continuity.” A revolutionary in the
Liberation theology mould, and a man of continuity, operating in the
Jesuit tradition of playing on both sides of the fence. For example
Francis is building on the successes of John Paul II (the destructive
attack of the capitalist economy) and also on Benedict XVI (ecumenical
dialogue), while at the same time distancing himself from their ‘failures.’

Francis is astute enough to learn from the mistakes of his
predecessors. He knows what works and what does not; and he chooses
what will give his Order, and his Church, the greatest leverage with the
‘faithful’ as well as with the majority of the world.

1
Op. cit., C. Newdegate, A Glimpse of the Great Secret Society, p. lxxii.

2 Burke McCarty, Suppressed Truth About the Assassination of Abraham
Lincoln, (MA: Destiny Publishers, 1973; originally in 1924), p. 57;
Brewster’s Edinburgh Encyclopaedia, p. 9; W. C. Brownlee, D. D., Secret
Instructions of the Jesuits (New York: American & Foreign Christian
Union, 1857), p. 11 - Faithfully Translated From The Latin Of An Old
Genuine London Copy. André M.J.J. Dupin was a French Statesman,
and a member of King Louis Philippe’s Cabinet which expelled the
Order.
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————————————— LII ——————

FRANCIS’ REQUIEM FOR MAN: “THE
VOICE OF THE DARK AGES”

Socialism is a philosophy of failure, the creed of ignorance, and the gospel of
envy, its inherent virtue is the equal sharing of misery.

~ Sir Winston Churchill, (British Prime Minister 1940-1945, 1951-1955.

HAVE SAID SEVERAL TIMES ALREADY THAT
Francis’ remedy1 for the ‘evils of capitalism’ is like the
quack physician who seeks to “cure syphilis by giving the
patient malaria.” Now, consider the following video clips
from “60 Minutes” in 2014:2

Video clips from “60 Minutes”: “ Pope Francis (Why the Pope is unlike any
Pontiff of modern times), 20-04-2014.”

1 Which is based on Liberation Theology.
2 www.youtube.com/watch?v=aATm3lwF8SA


